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Welcome to the second issue of Enigma, the literary platform to involve and celebrate every voice and 
creative idea we make. With this in mind, I wish to also showcase the cover theme for this issue entitled 
“Guardians”, a wonderful and evocative image by Deborah Shaer. We also include illustrations in colour 
for the cover and black and white for within the magazine itself. Check the submission guidelines (p) 
for more details.

We strive to make the best of both worlds for our literary foetus. By this, we mean both online and in print. 
We have expanded upon the idea of the code, for it now to be referenced at the back of the magazine, 
granting the reader details about themselves but not upon first reading. Another developmental feature 
now exists online! For those who are brave enough to get onto the screen, we now allow video clip 
submissions of poetry readings or MP3s. If you are reading the work of another, please acknowledge 
this is in the clip.

As we expand and grow, so does the very idea of literature, no longer confined to the image of dusty 
tomes in a school bookshelf in line to be dissected and examined. Instead, technology and indeed the 
harrowing financial times has also shaped the writing we are seeing today, with independent book labels 
and self publishing as well as e-publishing (which of course is also happening with Enigma Magazine). 
What does this mean for the “Writers of Tomorrow”, you may ask? It changes the very way we market 
ourselves, make ourselves known within the shelves and electronic realms. It’s a huge and ongoing 
subject, which is why our feature idea for the next issue is indeed on the Writers of Tomorrow.  

As such, if you’d like your illustration as the cover just like Deborah, our cover theme for the next issue 
is “The Writers of Tomorrow”, and your interpretation visually of the future and your aspirations from 
it are warmly welcomed. 

I hope you enjoy the magazine!

Best wishes,

Susan Gray
Editor

WELCOME TO ENIGMA

THE POETRY DANCE

SPOKEN FOR

Please send submissions, suggestions and/or questions to editor@enigmacw.co.uk. Information is 
also available on the website at www.enigmacw.co.uk. 

Published by the charity CAARE (The Council for the Advancement of Arts, Recreation and 
Education), Enigma Magazine is like a jigsaw puzzle, the sum of its parts with each piece of equal 
importance.
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WELCOME TO ENIGMA

My wife sprays a little poetry into the air, 
Then spins around 
Within its gently collapsing cone. 
Trying to get it to sit day long
On her hair, on her shoulders, on her arms. 
She twists, she jiggles and whirls,
Under the mist of it, settling.
The bottle is in her other hand,
Slicks of future verses 
Slopping and slipping against the glass. 
All day she walks through my house, my world, 
The molecules of poetry 
Lifting from her skin. 

BEJ/PD1

THE POETRY DANCE

This tie I wear,
My monologue;

Shifts like light
Inside an empty house

The curtains are
Closed and glowing
Or wide or worn, but

There’s no furniture mind
Just each object’s outline 

Shaded in 
Against the faded paint.

AN/SF1

SPOKEN FOR
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THE MAN IN THE TUNNEL

The man in the tunnel held his guitar with regal conviction. At first there 
was only proud silence, with thick and infinite dread. His empty instrument 
case lay open at his feet; the yellow socks he had put on that morning 
reminded him where they were- planted firmly on the ground. When the 
music began, it blew like smoke down the passageways beneath the earth. 
It teased the salty food wrappers littering each train platform, it tugged 
petulantly at the hair of every passing commuter, it thrummed on the tiles 
and skipped down the staircases. He was taking photographs with his eyes, 
writing messages with his mind. His fingertips were remembering the taste 
of sounds he had crafted on the windowsill of his bedroom. These were the 
notes he had used and moved to try and fill his gaps until his fingers grew 
sore.   

Young, pretty and overly impressionable, she was wishing for more but 
getting very little, a part-time job with a lonely boss and a handful of cash 
to flitter on cigarettes or taxis. The boredom would kill her long before the 
cigarettes; the cigarettes would kill her long before old age began to breathe 
down her neck. But the song in the tunnel was the most perfect she’d ever 
heard. It may not have been unfalteringly beautiful, and it may, at first, 
have been discordant with her own shrill collection of thought, but it pulled 
her free from the tangled stitches of every melancholy, glowing night that 
had gone by without him. He had been her shell, calling her pretty names 
and promising foolish things about their lives together until the bedroom 
windows were clouded and she could barely see anything else. After he 
was gone, she spent hours running her fingertips over her body, reading 
it like braille, as though an arrangement of bones might lend meaning 
to his absence. “No love can ever be peaceful again,” she informed her 
watercolour reflection. He used to play music too, whiling away afternoons 
at her grandfather’s piano, which now sat dormant in the living room. She 
dropped some of her coins into the man’s guitar case. 

“Every song ends,” she told herself as she passed him by, “but does that 
mean there is any reason not to enjoy the music?” She knew, after all, that 
she would one day find someone who held her the same way he held that 
guitar. 

The businessman did not enjoy the music. The patterns on his watch 
inspired nothing but impatience- with the ticking of boxes, with the sea of 
faces, with the man and the guitar and the song he didn’t know. His feet 
were urgent. There was no time for angry glances. There was no time. Time 
had been cruel, etching lines of worry into his skin, emptying the crevices 
of his brain, whitening his hair to the colour of grey pepper. 
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THE MAN IN THE TUNNEL

In the time it took for the musician to change his song, the businessman’s 
memory betrayed him. “The times, they are a-changin,’” the busker sang, 
and within one moment the monotonous onslaught of suits and numbers 
melted beneath a summer sun. The businessman was a child again, his 
father was standing at the barbeque, and the warm, vibrant air was swollen 
with music. He had been too young to comprehend the message, but he 
had loved the song then. Wrapped up in the words remained something 
of his spirit. His father would sing along as though he’d invented a new 
revolution. Half those flower children were on the underground today, clad 
in pressed Armani, conjuring plans to make money by battering a world 
they had once sang to protect. He stopped for a moment, let time steam 
ahead breathlessly, and placed a note at the busker’s feet. 

The guitar reminded her of those photographs she’d found tucked inside a 
shoebox in her mother’s closet. They were creased down the middle, faded 
and ugly, but the girl in them held her instrument the same way the man 
held his as though it disconnected him from the confines of gravity. The girl 
in the photographs was her own mother, yet she appeared so different, so 
free of the tasteless fear that now filled her with hollow disabilities. She had 
heard about civilized, rational mothers, but her own was a savage, bellicose 
and winsome. The reminders she made to her daughter about the way a 
proper lady should act did not keep her from unduly enjoying the feeding 
of her own troubles into a heavy wine glass. Her only girl would watch from 
the staircase and find herself thinking about all the places she would rather 
be, often deciding on a large white bathtub, or the moon. She used to love 
her home, the way some may love a symphony, or a beloved’s penmanship, 
but as she lived each day in the aftermath of catastrophe, her confidence in 
her dear mother had dwindled. 

She was fourteen when she learnt to love other things and other faces. More 
willing girls tried to take her loved ones away, so she became a willing girl 
herself. She began shaving seconds off her lifespan and tucking them into 
the pockets of every home-sewn dress she had, rolling around in her head 
by herself, fighting with figments of imagination. All of it was spilling; 
there was never anyone to clean it up, and nobody was ever smart enough 
to prevent it. Then she heard the song, and she thought of the pictures. 
She thought of her mother’s armour, forced and fragile. She knew she 
was seducing herself to an uneasy moral death; one that only flickers in 
memories but explodes in the present. The music swallowed her like an 
ocean. With a nod of acknowledgment to the girl in the photograph she 
never knew, she dropped a handful of pennies into the guitar case. They 
rolled and spread like her premonitions. 
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The man in the tunnel packed up his guitar without counting his earnings. 
His face was warm with gratitude and fatigue. When he yawned, the edges 
of his world faded into a blur and he could see the quivering beauty of 
everything that existed beyond the tunnel and the trains and the people and 
their feet. Once his eyes focused, all grew hard and mechanical again. His 
passage back to the world was stilted now, as he stopped by every busker 
on his way and dropped a portion of what his voice had warranted into 
their coffee cups and keyboard cases. And then he was there in the smoke, 
waiting for lights, waiting for fireworks, tangled in the wind and the music 
with which he’d filled up the ground. Everyone in the city could feel his 
song beneath their feet.

DH/MIT1

THE MAN IN THE TUNNEL
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NO WAY OUT

It’s cold and dark.
 
I have no idea how long I’ve been here or if I’ll ever leave this place. I can’t 
see anything ahead of me and there’s no way to look behind me and see 
how far I’ve come. Turning back is not an option. Even if it was, I’m not sure 
I’d take it. There’s no guarantee that the way I came is any safer or quicker.

When I started I had thought it would be so simple. I dove in, head first, 
with a smile on my face, sure that it would only be a short journey. It hadn’t 
seemed that far. Fool. No. I came in head first and that’s the only way I’m 
going to be able to get out of this place. Whether I like it or not, the only way 
I can go is forward. Damn it!

The walls are clammy and slippery against my hands. My back and knees 
ache like never before. My knees from crawling on them for so long and my 
back from the uncomfortably odd angle are so sore that I have to hold my 
body to stop my head from coming into contact with the ceiling. 

The inch of freezing cold water on the ground makes each movement twice 
as difficult as I try to keep my hands from falling in to it and forcing the cold 
deeper in to my bones. I succeed only once in every ten shuffles forward. 
Until, finally I give up. Placing my hands firmly on the ground I move 
forward on all fours, grateful that I needn’t worry as much about where 
my head reaches. This is not easier, but it does take some of the work away 
from my legs. 

This is at least something to be grateful for. The space is so narrow that it 
allows no room to sit and rest, even if I could sit in this damp place without 
falling ill. The only thing to do is kneel: an act which would do nothing to 
rest my legs and everything to cause the cramp I feel slowly starting in the 
most central point of my knee caps, to arrive so much faster. 

Onwards. 

I come to a fork. I don’t know which one to take. Not that it matters. I’m sure 
both lead out of this place, but I’m just as sure that one way must be shorter 
than the other. I look for a clue to tell me which to take. Any clue. There’s 
nothing. Finally I pick the one that looks as thought it goes straight. Well, at 
least that’s how it seems to me, but in this world of never-ending night that 
can be sure of anything.
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NO WAY OUT

The floor and walls feel muddier with each shuffle forward until I’m sure 
that when I get out of here I will be as dark as this place, a souvenir of this 
god forsaken journey I have taken. That’s good. The shower I’ve longed 
for almost since I entered will be so much more symbolic because of it, 
washing away both the dirt from and the memory of this horrid place. I take 
a moment to dwell on this. I swear, I almost feel the wonderfully scorching 
water running over me, slowly relaxing every one of my aching muscles, 
dismissing the cold from my joints and bringing feeling back to the many 
numb areas scattered all over my self.

This relieves me. Especially as I realise that the ground is once again 
becoming more firm. The mud is hardening and I feel the solid, yet still wet 
ground I had known before. Thanks goodness. That must mean that I’ve 
gone more than half way. With any luck I’ll be out of here very soon.

Smiling, I move forward. I’m feeing foolish for worrying about this whole 
thing. Easy.  I could do this again. No problem. 

Another fork appears in front of me. I take the left pathway and move down 
it steadily. After what seems like an eternity I yet again come to a fork. I start 
to panic. This can’t be right. I should be out of here by now. All I had to do 
was go straight. 

That’s what I was told. Oh no. This can’t be happening. I’ll be stuck here 
forever. There’s no way out. I’ll die here alone. No-one will ever find me. 
No-one will know what has happened to me. 

The minute space becomes even smaller, walls and ceiling closing in on me. 
I can’t breath. I’m getting dizzy. This place is getting darker, is that possible? 
I’m going to faint. Oh. Tears which I try to hold back force themselves in 
to my eyes. I look around frantically, trying to dispel them before they 
become too many to control. That’s when I see it. A small patch of grey 
light, faintly emanating from the far end of one of the tunnels in front of me. 
I call out cautiously and hear a faint sound answer me. Refusing to hope, 
I quickly start down the tunnel, careful not to fall here at the end of my 
ordeal. The grey patch grows, revealing itself to be the late afternoon winter 
sky. Miserable and raining, it’s never looked as good. A hand appears at 
the opening. I reach out and wearily pull myself out of that awful place. 
Looking around at the open field I try and regulate my breathing.
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The hand that helped me out rests on my shoulder.

“Well done, you finished that very fast. How did you find it?”

I look up at the smiling face of our activities leader. Glancing at the others 
who had made it through and the two being pulled out at that moment, I 
turn to him and reply with a tired smile.

Satisfied, he turns to call across to the entrance to the underground maze, 
indicating that the next group should start their journey through, while I 
make my way to the other survivors, sit, and vow: never again.

MZ/NWO1
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AND HOW WILL YOU BE PAYING?

And how will you be paying sir?
The man stares down at the remnants of dessert 
While the waiter smiles at the top of his head
“Dad? The bill?”
The man is lost to them for those few seconds -
Nothing more -
Staring down, through the clouds and smoke,
Down into the dugout in the Afghan sand.
He is with his son, 
Cradling his head.
Sorry sir, how will you be paying?

PFS/BP01
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THE OPAL LETTER

Whiestvale
                                                                              13th May, 1888 
 
My very dear son, 

Among the gifts and the graces with which our sovereign creator has 
blessed and endowed human nature, that which seems to me uniquely 
wonderful is the power to acquire a kind of immortality while still in this 
our mortal state. It is a strange and distant instruction which falls from the 
snare of fortune, an art which wants no tears and takes no prisoners. We 
may speak of it openly, for the tradition is that of self-secret. Who will recall 
the continuous sleep? Those old poets and mystic seers used to claim that 
futile, foolish dreams lay hidden and waiting for us in the trappings of self 
contemplation. Yet the art of the sacred has turned to a faded time worn 
tapestry. 

Nature has stepped down from its throne. Sometimes it gives sad cries, 
more often it is forgotten. Here you would fail to detect the least trace of 
any immortal monument. The winged standard of poetry has put an end 
to the childish tasks. No more is the moonstruck Count, the dreamer of old 
and sacred songs. Paris now walks around in rags. 
 
You must let your poems ride your luck, a thought of a thought of a fool. 
When you choose your words, there is no need to search among the halls 
of enlightened discussion. Thinking leads to madness, and the paradise of 
the storms will collapse. This is the sacred art of our time, an alchemy self-
declared; like the sound of that voice in the woods: 

 Imagine fine eyes behind a veil, 
 Or the mule of the pope.
 Picture his vague white sleeves,
 As they fill the air with his stories… 
   Yet these are just the writings of a very young man,
                
The travelling tales of a wide-eyed child in love with maps and pictures.

AB/OL1
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THE HUMAN CONDITION

Today was the day that I tried to bridge the consciousness between man 
and machine. Not clad in a lab coat hunched over a table full of wires, but 
in my plush leather chair. I was trying to make that link between brain cell 
and circuit chip in the most comfortable way possible. I’m sure that scream 
when you sever a wire would make you feel a bit edgy too. I’m far too moral 
for that. 

So on to today. My patient was suffering with a very strong human or 
animal condition. Or rather, lack of. 

You see, change is something we all have to go through. You struggle 
throughout because everything mutates, warps around you. Change is 
a domino effect, whether you like it or not. If your perspective changes, 
everyone changes according to you and vice versa. The momentum, the 
explosions of altered reasoning… it’s going on in everyone’s heads… 

This much I told to the traffic light, coming in for repairs. Poor fellow, he 
couldn’t change from red to green to let the cars through. 

“All those tinny eyes on me,” it whispered, as if anyone was watching it now 
through the window, “waiting for me for me to make a change, to direct them 
through that gauntlet of life! How would you feel, imagining hundreds of 
eyes to focus on you when you go to the bathroom, for example?” 

It had a point, albeit a rather abstract one. A very strange example for a 
robot to come up with as well. Interspecies communication? What would 
make up part of his family?  

New research ideas grew, branching and sprouting!  

“But you, good sir, have a purpose. Can you imagine being designed for 
a purpose? Oh what hassle it must eradicate, knowing what you have to 
do?” 

Sparks erupted from the sofa, lightly toasting the cheap plastic fibres. If 
I was to make a discovery right at this moment, it’s that this set of traffic 
lights acted like several of my previous clients; human ones.  

“At least you can always chop and change your priorities, what you want 
to be! Imagine being designed for one thing, and not following through.” 
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THE HUMAN CONDITION

I could smell a slight roasting, physically and mentally. I wasn’t ready for 
dealing with machines. 

With humans, bad situations didn’t mean the end of the world. You could try 
something else instead, that was the magic concept, something else. If you 
failed an Art course, you could have enrol later in Psychology, for example. 
But no, not for this poor light…we’re all on a one way track, but we have 
many ways of getting there. Surely this idea was true for everyone? 

My seat gripped me tightly, as if tentative for an answer. Luckily, the 
background ambience of my thoughts had made this silence a lot less 
awkward. 

Smoothing a stray strand from its huge flock of dark hair, I ventured forth 
a question that any sane human would’ve laughed at. I closed my eyes, 
just as much it was doing when faced with a similar onslaught of self 
consciousness. 

“OK, if you had a choice, what would you have liked to be?” 

The traffic light looked pained, as if this took a large amount of thought. 

“What... I’d like to be? 

“If you didn’t have to direct traffic. If you had a choice.” 

I was guessing the word had lit a fuse of previously damp nerves. If I 
concentrated really hard, I could hear its circuits chugging a little louder 
than usual.  

“I know this goes against every code of my circuitry but…” 

My muscles were dancing at this prospect. A robot’s ambition! 
Undocumented, a secret visitor to my tea party. 

“I’d like to be... an artist.” 

A fait green glow emitted from the bottom pane of glass. An epiphany, an 
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electrical adrenaline burst of realisation! 

“I’d want people to see as something striking, something inspiring…
something that I would choose to be, not to have it chosen for me…” 

Somehow I’d find it quite hard for someone to commission a traffic light 
to have an exhibition of its own. Fighting the smile tugging my features, 
I desperately tunnelled to find the right angle, the solution that’d save 
whatever confidence was left pulsing in his metal veins. 

“Well, er, if you think about it... aren’t you the conductor in an orchestra 
full of mayhem, death and disorder? You might not be creating the art, but 
you’re leading it, directing it…” 

It flickered, as though confused. 

“You’d be the driving point to pardon the pun. You’re channelling energy, 
displaying the importance of life to the world. You’re an icon of well…
safety? People would be inspired in the fact that they’d like to preserve the 
lives of others as well, to make this a world worth living in” 

“A saviour… me?” 

The faint flicker brought reinforcements as the strong beacon gleaming 
before me succeeded in bringing a small tear to my eye. It felt just like the 
movies. 

SG/HC01
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NADIRA

He peeks at her from behind a puzzle of books. He has never seen this 
type of hair on a white woman before. What would it feel like to touch her 
shaved head, to scrape his palm across it, and hear it rasp? If she had a fat 
face, broad, this would not work. But she is like a child, with toys for her 
nose and hands. She would be maybe too beautiful if her hair was long. Her 
flowery dress is breathing around her feet like the sea, sifting in and out 
from the beach. He can almost smell the brine of home, the sunshine oiling 
his back.

He flips the page of the book he is holding. He tries to find meaning in 
the sentences, and can pick out some familiar words, but not enough. He 
looks back up. Her book is pink and its pages are the colour of tea. The skin 
at the back of her neck is white as cooked chicken. Is it just as soft? And 
how would it smell? He can see her scars from here. He thinks of Nadira, 
and how they left her. Here is not supposed to be the same. Why does this 
woman have scars? She has covered over them with some sort of make-up, 
but he can see the bumps beneath, smooth and shiny like the pebbles in the 
brook. He runs his fingertips over the book’s page, but there is nothing to 
feel. But her, she is real. How good it would feel to have real arms wrapped 
around him in this grey place, for someone to talk to him as Nadira would.   

She looks up. He looks away, but not before he sees her smiling at him. He 
does not know how to react. This is strange. People here never smile, they 
never notice him. She walks past, her heavy boots clumping, but she smells 
like a harvest day. Sweet, and of the earth. Her throat is flushed. Has he 
made that happen? He goes for the book she has just been holding. He sees 
four stamps on the shiny cover, disappearing fast; her fingerprints. He takes 
the book downstairs with him.

When he gets outside he spots her, back to him, by a place with a sign saying 
The Chippery on a brown bench, pitted as soil is after it is driven with rain. 
Her legs are folded like schoolchildren do, not crossed like the women on 
buses here. She is cuddling a cone of fries bandaged in newspaper. He sees 
the drops of drizzle on her stubbly head, smells salt and fat. He turns away. 
No, he cannot do it, she will not wish to talk to him. Smiles do not mean 
you can talk to people. He will wander back to the accommodation the long 
way. He will have another evening indoors with a fuzzy television and a 
single bed, and smoke at the pictures until he finally sleeps. 

He is suddenly aware that his shadow lies over her shoulder, shading her 
white skin almost black. She twists around, squinting. For a second, he 
thinks of Nadira, frowning up into scalding sunshine, the type that prickles 
your skin, a smile just for him.
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She is saying something about him being cheeky, shooing him back to 
work. 

“What’s up?”

“Good afternoon, miss. I have buying something. . . for you.”

 He reaches in his pocket. 

The smile has gone. “It’s alright, thanks. Better get home.”

“But -”

“Bye.”

The pigeons ruffle as he steps forward.

She is walking very fast, and tense, her trousers rub together. He has to 
explain. He is not what she thinks. This is unfair. He reaches out a hand for 
her shoulder.

“Hey love, he bothering you?”

“I think he’s following me.”
 
He looks at the white men. They are wide as ploughs. “No. Please, am 
not this. Am not what you think. Please, miss, you do not know this.” He 
reaches out for her again and she seems to shrink away. Did Nadira do 
this with them? Recoil from their touch? The tears are gnats at his eyeballs, 
biting. He must prove to her that he is not like the men who hurt Nadira. He 
cannot be the same as them.

He takes another step forward. The circle of men, he counts them - four - 
nets together. One grabs his wrist. He shakes, violently, shouting. His words 
scare them all because they do not understand, but he cannot find the words 
in English. The taste of blood is sharp. His nose is wet. He knows he is on 
the ground and the physical pain bleaches, for a moment, the imagined 
images of Nadira.     
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They hurt him, yes, but this is welcome. This is real. It is right that he should 
suffer for Nadira, and what she went through,  when he left for the fields. 
He deserves this. Another language, not his own, cuts through the pain in 
his body and stills the beating.

“Stop it. Stop!”

Nadira steps through the blockade of white men. She picks up the book that 
has spilled from his jacket and bends over him. She says more things, but he 
understands just two words, “For me?”

On his side, ear cold against the pavement, catching in the scratchy gap 
between slabs, he nods. “Yes, Nadira, yes.”
 
The men disperse, shaking their heads. She makes scissors at their backs.
 
“What’s your name then?” 

It is one of the first questions they teach. He knows how to answer this. 
He focuses. The woman is not Nadira, she is the girl with all the scars he 
wanted to touch. He forces his words into English. “Esam.”
 
She puts a hand on his elbow and the touch seems to guide him up. He 
draws his legs together, finds purchase with his feet, and stands. They 
shake hands. Her palm is hot as baked bread. 
 
He wipes the blood from his nose. “And what is your name?”
 
She smiles and tells him.

SD/NA01

NADIRA
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It was June fifth, a Tuesday night and the man died
All the air had that stuffy feel inside the house kinda like,
He thought, the colour red did; the cats all slept in their favourite spots
He smoked a cigarette made from those long Rizla papers
(them long Rizla papers, all licked and gummed to a close)
The kind that are only made for one reason only
He sat on the edge of his chair with whiskey in the other hand
It was dark out and the wind rattled the shutters
Like that clack-i-ty thing on Wheel of Fortune.

He sat and he thought of him and how he’d held the tenure of his heart
Between his teeth– (cigarette collapsing into ash in the glass tray
As he lamented his past) –
He could tell ya what the arch of his foot was! the pattern of
Hair as it grew across his chin.  The way there were patches of
Bare skin due to scars from his childhood
Yeah, he could tell you how his voice sounded like you would
Imagine lilies to sound like, y’know, if flowers could speak
(sometimes he heard his voice when he wasn’t there)
He could tell you the ways in which certain sorrows could
Be soothed by a few words, tight embrace, maybe a little
of that unknown look he’d give when he looked straight at you with those 
hazel eyes.

Yes.

(Cigarette: out, snuffed, burnt into a hard ball-of-a-cap
The man gets the lighter and sparks again, adjusting his glasses as he 
does)
The wind pealed through the air and it sounded as if
Nature had to scream at him; he shuddered and took a sip
Of the gold stuff and a puff that went out his nose
An’ he lay there in the chair with his eyes in some mirrored world
Like the reflections in the window when you’re travelling on
The bus places, as they overlap reality
All the while thinking about that love

THE NIGHT RUNS AWAY WITH THE WIND
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THE NIGHT RUNS AWAY WITH THE WIND

Cos he could tell you more about him than
Even he knew

At eight o’clock the man died
I’d like to whisper it was cos’a
Broken heart.

MW/NRAW01
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BUTTERFLIES BOOMING ON BOMBSITES

David Bellamy recalled
A curious fact:
Flower seeds
Fell from enemy bomb-bays
Along with the shells, and 
London saw another 
Unintended consequence of war:
Flowers blossomed on the
Bombsites, and there was
A excess of
Red Admirals,
Small Tortoiseshells, 
Orange Tips,
Painted Ladies,
and Brimstones! 

BL/BB01
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COST OF LIVING - A SHORT PLAY

    
Act  1- Scene 1

Freedman stands alone in a slick suit, carrying a laptop case and a mobile phone. He 
peers over the heads of an imaginary crowd, who jostle him constantly.
 
Freedman: Let me by. Let me by! Let me by. Please. Can you move? Can 
you move? Move. You’re in my way. How am I supposed to see? You’re in 
my way. I must get ahead. How can I get ahead? When there’s too many 
heads. Let me by. Let me see? Give me room. Not even room enough. For. 
Full. Sentences.

Freedman moves onto the shoulders of the invisible crowd.

Freedman: That’s better! At last, I can see. 

Freedman sees something ahead.

Freedman: Let me down. Let me down. Let me down! Please.

The invisible crowd refuses. Freedman loses his balance.

Freedman: I’ve gone too far. I must go back. Too much. Too soon. Too far. 
No, please. I don’t want to go. Don’t. Let me go. Let me go. Let me go! 
Please! Let go!

Invisible crowd throws Freedman forward. 
Blackout.

Act 1 - Scene 2 

Video: Rose, pregnant, stands ready to cross a busy road, a small boy (Daniel) 
clutching her hand. Unable to cross, Rose gazes in despair as cars rush past. Image 
fades as recorded phone voice speaks.

Phone: Thank you for calling Save A Heap Insurance. Save a Heap Insurance 
is a trading name of U.K. M.U.C.K. Ltd, which is authorised and regulated 
by the Financial Services Authority. 

Rose is at home, still pregnant, on the phone, standing by the front door, reading a 
document. Around Rose are preparations for Daniel’s  5th birthday party: banners 
and balloons, cards,presents piled on a small table with drawers. A vacuum cleaner 
lies collapsed.  
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Phone: In the interest of training and quality, calls may be monitored and 
recorded. Please select from one of the following options. If you are calling 
to renew your policy, please press one now.

Offstage, a car pulls up. Yellow lights flicker as the car is locked. 

Phone: If you are calling to amend your policy information, please press 
two now. 

Freedman bangs on the door.

Phone: If you no longer wish to continue cover, please press three now. If 
you are calling...

Rose presses three, then reaches to open the door. Freedman storms in. He carries a 
laptop case and a bag which he throws across the room.

Phone: Thank you. While you are waiting to be connected to one of our 
customer service advisers, may we inform you of our new range of services 
now available online to existing policy holders. Please come and see us at 
www dot save a heap dot com. Please continue to hold the line.

Rose: (to Freedman) I’m on hold. Kettle’s boiled. How was...?

Freedman is about to reply but Rose  indicates there’s someone on the 
phone. As Rose talks, Freedman storms about.

Rose: (reading) Yes. 32287069. (pause) That’s me. I have to cancel the policy. 
(pause) I don’t have the car. Not any more.

Freedman: Why? Why those messages. All those horrific messages. Why do 
you attack me like that?

Rose: (to Freedman) Cos you’re an idiot. (to phone) What? No. My partner’s 
just here. (pause) Yes, the car’s gone. I took it to a scrap yard this morning. 
(pause) No, we won’t be looking to replace her. Um, yeh. Today’s fine.

Freedman: But text after text after text of hate and venom. Do you really 
hate me? That much?

Rose: (to phone) How much longer do I have to pay?

Freedman: Are you insane?

COST OF LIVING
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Rose: Yes.

Freedman: I don’t believe you! I’m away one night, I come back to the hotel 
room, and my phone is screaming at me. Text after text after text. I said I’m 
sorry. How much longer do I have to keep saying it!

Rose: (to phone) Two more months.  (sighs) Right. Yes. Right.  Thank you.
Rose hangs up, closes the front door.

Freedman: I know. I messed up. How long is it going to go on? How long 
are you going to make me keep paying for it?

Rose:  You’ll have to wait for the kettle to boil again.

Freedman: I mean, how much are we talking about? 10 pounds? Can’t be 
more than 15.

Rose: 66.

Freedman: Oh.

Rose: I told you. What did I tell you? What were you supposed to do?
 
Freedman: I just put it all onto one card.

Rose: I told you anything under 600, pay it off direct. Just get rid of it. I told 
you. Didn’t I? 

Freedman: I don’t remember.

Rose: I remember. I told you twice. You scribbled it down, somewhere. I 
told you. And what did you do? Tell me. What did you do?

Freedman: I just put all those cards onto the Virgin card. That’s all I did! We 
just pay 10 pounds a month for a while.

Rose: You took all those little tiny amounts...

Freedman: I told you...

Rose: And each of those little amounts means a transfer fee. 

Freedman: I told you there’d be transfer fees.
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Rose: That’s fine for the 17 hundred you spent on music and the two 
thousand you spent on booze, and...

Freedman: So I need a drink once and while! I...

Rose: All those little tiny transfers added up to 66 pounds.
 
Freedman: I didn’t know! 

Rose: We now owe the sum total of 25 thousand, eight hundred and 66 
pounds. Not including the mortgage for a house that’s worth less than the 
mortgage, oh and your flashy car that I told you two years ago we couldn’t 
afford.

Freedman:  You can’t blame me. It’s not my fault. 

Rose: Do you know how much I can get for 66 pounds? Dan needs shorts 
and shoes for school.  I went and sold my car for 77!

Freedman: I didn’t ask you to sell your car!

Rose:  I sold my birthday presents!

Freedman: I didn’t ask you to sell your presents.

Rose: I’m selling everything! I’m walking up to the post office three times 
a day, putting everything we own into little packets to be weighed and 
despatched to other people.

Freedman: It’s not my fault. It’s not all my fault. There was that deposit on 
the windows. You said we had to get the windows done.

Rose: Eight hundred pounds I can account for. The rest is you! CDs, 
downloads, booze.

Freedman: I need a drink.

Rose: We’ve got to find fifteen hundred pounds a month cos we can’t 
remortgage. And we can’t afford the mortgage we’ve got! Moron.

Freedman: If you hate me so much, I can go. You just have to say so. Okay!

Rose: Okay! I hate you. Get out! 

COST OF LIVING
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Pause.

Freedman: Where do I go?

Pause.

Rose: The 25 thousand pounds I can handle. It’s the 66 that’s killing me. I’ve 
got nothing. 

Freedman: I haven’t got much.

Rose: Really? Where’s all my CDs? Where’s all my books and magazine 
subscriptions? Where’s my alcoholic beverages?

Freedman: You can have a beer anytime you like.

Rose: I was stood there at the scrap yard. It was a beautiful day. Boats out on 
the bright water, and this guy with a car carrier full of car shells, he asked 
me, how much did you get for her? I said 77, and he looked at me like I was 
mad. But I was happy, because I had 77 pounds to pay for Daniel’s birthday. 
But it didn’t pay for that, did it, it paid for your stupid credit transfers.

Freedman: I didn’t ask you to sell your car.

Rose: While you’re spending thousands on iTunes, I walked miles to get 
home, on ten pound shoes. I’m still sore.

Freedman: I’ll go if you want.

Rose: It was such a clear day. And all those big bright boats. Drifting. 
Aimless. And my car vanished into a black hole. I know it was just a metal 
box on wheels, but... 

Freedman:  I told you. I’m ill.

Rose: You learned to drive again in that car. You hated it, but you did it. You 
were so scared another drunk driver was going to slam you through the 
windscreen. But you did it. You wanted to drive me and Daniel home from 
the hospital, so you did it. You made yourself do it. I was so proud of you. 
All those years of getting ferried about, and your Dad thinking you were 
pathetic. But you did it and then you were the one driving him to the bus 
station. I was so proud... All gone... into a vast black hole.

Freedman: I booked out of the hotel early, to help you...
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Rose: Was it a nice hotel? 

Freedman: Great. Really great view, with doors out onto this little balcony 
where you could see right across the bay. Really great. The food was....
Rose: Great. Where’s my great big hotel with great views?

Freedman: It’s not my fault. I had to go. It’s my job. 

Rose: Was your suit okay? They didn’t see the stitches?

Freedman: No.

Rose:  I should have got the right colour cotton.

Pause.

Freedman: I can’t help it. It’s like an illness. I’m ill.

 Rose: You’ve done so well. All those calls from important people. All hours 
of the day. You’re somebody. I was so proud. (pause) I had 77 pounds and 
it’s all gone.

Pause.

Freedman: I came back early to help.

Rose: Then help me find a screwdriver. I got Dan a Dr Who sonic thing, and 
I can’t get the batteries into it.

Freedman rummages in a drawer, finds a small screwdriver, sets to work. Rose puts 
banners up.

Rose: Last night. Did you sleep?

Freedman: No.

Rose: Good.

Rose goes to the vacuum cleaner.

Freedman: I’ll do that. 

Rose: I’m putting it away. I’ve got to pick Daniel up from school.
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Freedman: No, leave it. I’ll do it.

Rose: I’d better go now then. I have to go to the post office first.

Freedman’s mobile phone rings in his pocket – the Mission Impossible theme tune. 
He checks the screen.

Freedman: I gotta take this. Did you hear about the fall on the Dow Jones 
overnight? A trillion dollars wiped off. Unbelievable!

Rose puts her coat on, counts the envelopes in the bag, and exits as Freedman talks 
on the phone.

Freedman: (on his mobile phone) Hey, John. (pause) No, you can’t have her. 
She’s my best accountant. No, not even a short term loan. She’s all that’s 
keeping us solvent!  John, seriously, I couldn’t manage without her.

The front door closes.

Act 1 - Scene 3

Video: Rose stands ready to cross a very busy road, a small boy (Daniel) clutching 
her hand. Unable to cross, Rose gazes in despair as cars rush past. 

Freedman appears by Daniel’s bed, speaking to the sleeping boy. 

Freedman: Sleep well, knowing you will never know hunger or thirst. You’ll 
never suffer cold or drought, unless you pay for some adventure holiday 
year out before flying off to your graduate future. You will never know 
desperate or different. You will be free to cross all borders for the price of a 
ticket. If you feel pain, there’ll be relief. If you are ill, there’ll be medicine. 
If you find you can’t cope, there will always be rehab to pick you up off the 
floor and get you back on your way. You’ll never know anything else. I’m 
going to make sure of that.

Video image fades into newsreader’s face.

Rose serves dinner on the table.

Video: Newsreader: No money, no fuel, no power, no food. No money, no fuel, no 
power, no food. No money, no fuel, no power, no food. No money, no fuel, no power, 
no food. (etc)

Freedman turns the volume down on the TV. Rose and Freedman eat.
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Freedman: I thought we were having curry.

Rose reaches for a jar of curry powder and sprinkles powder all over Freedman’s 
food. He tastes it and he’s happy.

Freedman: No bhajis?

Rose: There’s nothing left.

Freedman:  I could have got some nice ones at Waitrose this morning. 

Rose: I mean, I’ve nothing left to sell.

Freedman: How about ‘Brown’s Britain’?

Rose: It’s less than a pound on Amazon, so it would cost me to post it. Just 
not worth anything.

Freedman: ‘The Blair Years’?

Rose: No-one’s buying it. Even Amazon discounted it... I had a book on 
Marxism, but I can’t find it.

Freedman: Oh I gave it away to the accountant at work.

Rose: Gave it away! That’s worth four pounds! Now I’ll have to issue a 
refund and I’m sure to lose a star on my rating. 

Freedman: What?

Rose: You have no idea do you? You have no idea what it’s like, just one 
bad comment and that’s it, no-one wants to buy from you, certainly not 
some old second hand book. There’s so much competition out there. People 
selling brand new books, even shipping them in from America, for under a 
pound. It’s a cut-throat business. You don’t keep an eye on your inventory 
and cut your prices, you’ve lost the game. You’ve got to keep under-cutting 
the opposition, lower and lower. Suddenly you’ve got 134 people trying 
to sell Lenin’s manifesto for a penny plus postage, and no-one’s buying it 
anymore.  

Freedman: The Universe is scum, isn’t it? 

Rose: What?

COST OF LIVING
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Freedman: No, no, it is really. I read about it. Scientists discovered that the 
Universe is like a giant bath, not expanding like a balloon like they thought, 
but filling up, like a bath but in all directions. And like water, we look 
through it, we can’t see most of it, all we can see, all that is in our experience, 
is the scum at the top of the water. The eddies and flows of the scum that 
rests between the 2 states of being, the water and the air, like you see around 
waterfalls, that’s the Universe we can see. It’s all just scum. 

Rose: Scientists discovered this?

Freedman: They put it in scientific talk of course, all this talk about the 
interactions between states of matter and electromagnetic radiation, but it’s 
all just scum really.

Rose: You read a lot of rubbish.

Freedman: And you’d think we’d live somewhere near the surface, wouldn’t 
you, up near the light? But no, we live way down in the dark, feeding off 
the bottom.

Rose: This isn’t helping.

Freedman: We’re at the plughole. And when we die, we rise up like fish, 
and for one brief moment at the surface, where there’s that line between 
the two states of being, only then  do our eyes glimpse the true glory of the 
Universe. Then we rot and sink back down to the bottom.

Rose: No, that’s all wrong. It thinks it’s expanding but no matter how far 
and how fast you go, you can’t escape gravity forever. And you just pulled 
back, and going round in circles. 

Freedman: Scientists, eh? I hate them.

Rose: I just hate them.

Pause.

Freedman: But I’ve had good news. My credit limit’s gone up £10,000. So I 
bought a new computer. It’ll be here on Monday.

Blackout.

Video screen shows Rose again, no longer pregnant, standing at the edge of a very 
busy road, Daniel clutching her hand, her other hand holding a buggy with a baby 
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in it. Still unable to cross, Rose gazes at the cars rushing by. 

Rose stares at the camera and takes a step forward, pushing the buggy ahead of 
her.

Blackout. Screech of brakes. 

Video: Newsreader: No money, no fuel, no power, no food. No money, no 
fuel, no power, no food. (etc)

Freedman slumped in front of the TV. His mobile phone rings, the Mission 
Impossible theme tune.

A buggy in flames flies across the stage.

Act 1- Scene 4

Hospital Room, night. 

Video: Newsreader: No money, no fuel, no power, no food. No money, no fuel, no 
power, no food. (etc)

Freedman enters, turns the sound down on the Video. Freedman sits by Daniel’s 
hospital bed, watches the boy sleep. 

Freedman’s mobile phone rings. He answers it.

Phone: Hi! This is Save a Heap Insurance. Have you ever thought what 
would happen to your loved ones if you died?

Freedman: What?

Freedman stares at the phone.

Phone: For one simple monthly payment, you can have the reassurance that 
your loved ones will be protected should you...

Freedman smashes the mobile phone on the floor and stamps on it.

Phone: ... the unexpected happen. You can have peace of mind, for just 6.99 
a month.

Freedman finally destroys the phone.  He pauses to get his breath back then sits by 
his son’s bed.
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Freedman:  My son. My beautiful son. Whatever happens, there’ll be relief 
for your pain. Medicine for your illness. You’lll never know desperate or 
different. Hunger or thirst. Cold or drought. Well, unless you pay for some 
adventure holiday experience before flying off to your bright graduate 
future.

A doctor enters, checks the chart at the end of the bed. The lights flicker. Freedman 
looks up, worried.

Doctor: It’s started. We’re near the end.

Blackout.

Act 1 – Scene 5

Freedman appears. 

Freedman: Let me by. Let me by! Let me by. Please. You’re in my way. Can 
you move? Move! Can you move? I must get ahead. How can I get ahead 
when there’s too many heads? Let me by! 

Freedman moves onto the shoulders of the invisible crowd.

Freedman: That’s better. Much better! At last. I can see the future.

Blackout. Screech of car brakes.

A laptop bag on fire flies through the air.

Video: Rose stands by the side of the same busy road, with Daniel and the baby 
in the buggy, gazing at the traffic. Rose looks away from the traffic, gazes at her 
children, kisses her son’s head, and turns them away from the road. They walk off 
in a different direction.

LQ/COL01
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SECRETS IN YOUR EYES

There are secrets in your eyes with hidden maps
They are written in ancient scriptures
& magic that is invisible until you sleep & then
The stories of a thousand tales awaken & they are
Moving in fluid spaces with doors that open and open
& open into hallways you have never been before.

I thought I knew you then until the day you disappeared
& went to into the deep pools of history 
Growing in the African Bush that nobody wrote about
Because they were fools who thought they knew
Because they went to school and read books
Because they had weapons of shining loud metal.

I saw the healer strip the goat and in the morning
His head was sitting on the kitchen table and
I didn’t like to ask why the head of a goat would be there
So I made some toast but wasn’t very hungry
They’d never seen a toaster but I bought it in town
The children loved to see the jumping bread. 

The healer and that crazy man the dreamer
Speaking in whispers of things beyond the veil
They needn’t have bothered coz I could understand
Them anyway & then you all went into the car with the goat
& a pigeon.

I didn’t ask what happened after that as I knew
You wouldn’t tell me & they were supposed to fix your back
But you never were the same again – somehow 
Not until you came home
Not until you threw away your past and put it in the river
With the orange and the white egg and the prayer.

Everything is ordinary now except for sometimes and
Then I know that nothing is what it seems to be
And then I remember those things that have never been 
written.

DB/SIE01
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Because 
my plans have worked

Because 
they are silent

Because 
I can watch the fields outside

Because 
they will think of things I never could

Because 
it’s the only time I get a moment to think

Because 
they believe in me

Because 
they are young, but they think they’re not

Because 
I can see lights coming on

Because 
they are adding to themselves

Because 
they could change anything 

Because 
I believe in them

Because 
I am not alone 

Because 
they all wear different shoes

BEJRFWS

A ROOM FILLED WITH STUDENTS HARD AT WORK IS BEAUTIFUL
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People always declare that after a tragedy or unfortunate incident, I should 
have seen it coming. I wonder if they really mean it. Would it be a good 
thing to know when something bad is going happen? Could they live with 
the cloud of doom hanging over their heads and then watch as the tragedy 
unfolds like an old movie with a predictable ending?

Before that day, in assembly, I had decided that I should ignore the feeling of 
dread I experienced when I looked at the Headmaster. As he stood in front 
of the whole school, the mist of gloom grew thicker and darker. His face was 
becoming less visible by the second. I couldn’t see his eyes, his cheeks, or his 
forehead, just his brilliant white teeth as he spoke. I took a deep breath and 
reminded myself that everyone would think I was crazy if I said something. 
Anyway, what would I say? I can only see Mr Spencer’s teeth so I’m sure 
he’s going to die very soon. They’d probably call my parents and demand 
I see a shrink.
 
I breathed a sigh of relief when Mr Spencer asked the deputy head if there 
was anything else to add. That normally meant assembly was about to end. 
Class 11F2 were asked to stand and begin to file out of the hall. Mr Spencer 
walked towards the stairs on the right hand side of the stage. I watched 
carefully scanning the path ahead of him. It’s not going to happen now, 
I thought. But then suddenly there it was, the sound that plagued me. It 
always started with a gentle tapping. I closed my eyes and waited for the 
smooth, high pitched, wispy sound that was almost a single violin that very 
soon became a chorus. The pounding began in the distance and approached 
me with vigour, like an elephant marching towards me. And then there was 
the cruel discord of the muffled voices that signalled its imminence. The 
sound was deafening as I tried to stand up and follow my class out of the 
hall.
 
I had to try to stop it. Maybe I was meant to. Maybe I would be free if 
I stopped it. I looked up and suddenly it was so obvious. The large spot 
light over the steps that Mr Spencer was approaching was being held up by 
one progressively fraying wire. Mesmerised by what was about to happen 
I began to hurry towards Mr Spencer. I shouted and pushed pupils out of 
the way, as I ran. I climbed onto the stage, lunged towards Mr Spencer, 
wrapped myself around him and then rolled towards the back of the stage. It 
worked. The sound of the torturous music had stopped. I lay there enjoying 
the relative peace until I realised Mr Spencer was standing over me with the 
other teachers huddled around. I could hear my breathing loud in my ears 
and my face was wet with tears. 

THE SOUND OF MUSIC

SPRING IS THE MOST TALENTED WRITER
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Mrs Louis, the Textiles teacher, knelt down beside me. ‘It’s alright,’ she 
whispered, ‘your parents are on their way. They’ll take you to the hospital 
and everything will be OK.’

PD/SOM01

THE SOUND OF MUSIC

SPRING IS THE MOST TALENTED WRITER

Spring is the most talented writer.

Her pen flows with clear and bright streams,

That are flavoured with rainbow ink.

Flowers opening their buds;

These are the full stop and commas to help

Guide her work.

All animals gather to see these

Beautiful words in full bloom,

Scattering their seeds,

Waiting for time itself

To make them into

A new masterpiece. 

KW/SW01
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I met Aakaashesha Aakhuga in a bookshop in Glasgow. I won’t say which, 
but it was the big one with a coffee shop on the first floor. Being a dabbling 
unpublished author, I was interested in the sort of people who promote 
their own work at book signings. 

He wore a loose trilby hat and had a greyish beard and looked like I 
imagine an author would look. He had a small table set up in a corner. 
It was covered with a cloth and he had a variety of books, arranged in a 
tasteful way. Looking closer, I saw they were written by all sorts of authors, 
sampled from the shelves in no particular order or genre.

“Sorry, I thought you were a writer promoting his book, but I see you are 
promoting the shop’s books. What a novel idea” I said.

“That would be a pun of the unintentional variety, I take it,” the man 
smiled.

“So you work for…?” I waved my hand around the area to indicate either 
the shop or a question for the filling in of a blank space.

“Oh no! I come here so often, that they think I do. Many customers ask me, 
Aakaa, for help because of that. I’ve been seen helping out here for months. 
The staff turnover is such that they think I’ve always been here. I’ve now 
moved up a gear. The staff think I am doing some promotional thing and so 
do the customers. Like you, today.”

I started to move away, uneasy I may be in the presence of madness. 
Madness for which I am ill equipped.

“You’ve done some writing yourself then?” he called after me.

“How do you know?”

“You have looked at the top ten, the three for two offers, and the two for 
twenty pounds offer. You shake your head as if to say “How come these 
got through?” and put them down in a disappointed manner. I have seen it 
many times. There are too many writers and not enough readers who want 
to waste money risking a read of your books without an endorsement from 
some celebrity or lah-di-dah literary column reviewer.”

“I’m sorry, I’d better be off. Time presses. Nice to meet you…”

“Wait! You have a story. I will get it published for you.”

THE CAVEMAN WITHIN
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“Thank you, but…”

“Here is my card. This one is the best number.”

He had underlined it with a pencil. A good quality business card with his 
odd name “Aakaashesha Aakhuga”, embossed and taking up the width of 
the card. Not the sort from a motorway services machine.

“If you don’t call soon, I will call you,” he said.

I laughed. He was barking but refreshing at least.

“And how will you call me?”

“Your name is Lucian James. Well, your pen name, anyway. And you have 
a book to do with a near future. A high tech thriller… your mobile number 
is …”

“Stop now, please. You’re freaking me out! I’ve never seen you before in my 
life. I don’t even live in Scotland…”

“Your postcode is…” and he told me. I ran for the door.

Outside in the fresh air, I paused. I walked down by the old Police phone 
box, which now serves as a coffee counter. A little rattled still. I ordered a 
coffee for some contact with reality as for the need for caffeine.

“You OK, pal?” said the bloke.

“What? Oh, yes. I saw someone I thought I knew, and it wasn’t…”

“You look like you met a ghost, pal.” But he’d turned away, now that he 
didn’t have the nuisance of someone fainting or requiring an ambulance 
right outside his kiosk.

***

A few days later, I was back at home, not daring to discuss my odd experience 
with anybody. After all, how could I use it? Excellent dinner party story? Or 
the first signs? I decided to write it down. Write it down on the basis that 
writers must write, even if not intending to publish. 

I got to about this part when my mobile phone whirred and buzzed around 
on the table in vibrating mode, like a fly-sprayed bluebottle in its death 
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throes. I let it ring while I wrote this down before I lost it.

…death ...throes…there, and picked it up. 

“Aakaa here. Fancy a pint in the Burghley? Or the Green Man? I don’t mind 
either…” I had spelled throes with a “w” – “throws”. 

I corrected it absent-mindedly while the voice arranged the meeting time 
with my distracted other self. What? Who?

He had just hung up.

* * *

I made my way in trepidation. My heart thumped. I hadn’t had a panic 
attack or such a feeling of impending...whatever, like this for years. I had to 
go and meet him. I just had to. What if he knew where I lived and knocked 
on my door? What would happen if I was alone?

The Burghley Arms. I peered in through the window. He was there at the 
bar, making the girls laugh at something. He wore a different felt trilby hat, 
an eccentrically long coat with a scarf, sort of Tom Baker from Dr Who, but 
not quite. I went in.

“Here’s yours,  I took the liberty. A pint of JHB by our own dear Jeffrey 
Hudson, cheers.”

“Did the girls know what I drink?”

“How could they? It’s the guest ale and you seek its fresh but peppery 
qualities wherever you go. You drink lager but not Fosters with a splash of 
lemonade on your disappointed, non JHB, days.”

“Who are you?”

He shrugged. 

“How about guardian angel, that sort of thing?”

I stared.

“What do you want? I have no money, I’m not gay. Have I wounded or 
destroyed the lives of you and yours in some way and now you are here to 
seek revenge?”
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“Brilliant! Write that one down, we can use it. Now, let’s find ourselves a 
seat. Maybe the girls can pop by with the odd bottle of Blossom Hill if I send 
the right smoke signals, yes ladies?”

The girls giggled and nudged each other while we went outside for me to 
have an urgent smoke for my nerves. How did he know I liked cheap plonk 
because I drink what I think tastes nice and doesn’t give me a headache?

Outside we seated ourselves under the old fire and barbecue canopy with 
its signs – No non smokers allowed here –

“Now Lucian, can I call you Luke or your real name even? Lucian is a bit 
girly don’t you think?”

“My kids” names. Lucy and James, it’s a sort of loving memento; a mention 
to them. If I dropped Lucy for Luke then we would have sibling rivalry in 
that James still got mentioned.”

“Do you think they really give a toss?”

“Probably not but… never mind. Remind me, why are you here again?”

“I’m here to help you.”

I was into my second cigarette now.

“You won’t die from smoking, Luke. You’ll die from running out of fags and 
crossing a busy road to buy some more in your obsessive craving.”

“Then I’ll just stop crossing roads…”

“This will cut down your smoking and my obligations are satisfied either 
way.”

I sat back to listen. I wasn’t going to beat this guy on logic, semantics, 
anything.

***

I scrolled through my phone’s list of numbers. Rude, I know. There it was: 
Doctors.

“If you are who you say you are, why not give me the winning lottery 
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numbers?”

“Because, for example, next week Sharon Parsons, a single parent mother of 
three, is going to win and the papers have the front page held for it. Besides, 
I have IQ of my own. Interference quotient, that is.”

“How do you…? I get it. Did anyone else see you in the bookshop? No, of 
course not…what’s happening to me?”

“You catch on quick. As if they would let me set up a table and start pulling 
books off the shelf…hah!”

I felt cold. I may have sold my soul to the devil once, but when? A drunken 
party in my youth? He didn’t seem Mephistophelian, Beelzebu…bubian?

He was smiling at me again. Would the Doctor give me drugs? Mother’s 
little helpers? Would I have to go and sit with a man with a notepad and an 
air of quiet indifference. In a study with a pleasant garden viewed through 
French windows?
Aakaa skimmed a beer mat at me. I tore a small piece out of it and stuck 
it on my nose, mainly because I am cliché ridden and childish. He smiled 
again.

“I’m not one of those boys you are thinking about. The Doc will give you 
help. I only look like Dr Who but not quite; because of your imagination. 
Relax, I could just be a figment of it. I think I’m real. I appear to you as real. 
Is that tree growing there real?”

I looked at the tree; a stalling tactic. My mind raced and came up with no 
answers.

“Is it like the one at the shrinks you can see through the French windows? 
Stop stalling while your mind races, and so on” he laughed. 

I gaped, recovered, pretended to be in control.
“If you are a conman, I don’t see what you can possibly gain. At least I can 
write about it…”

“My dear fellow, of course you can. And you will.”

* * *

I went to the Doctor’s. Of course I did. Wouldn’t you?
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“Been overworking? Overdoing it? Drinking too much? Are you depressed, 
fed up, bored? Trouble concentrating? Can’t be bothered with your interests, 
friends; hobbies?”

My silence reassured him.

“You are probably a bit depressed. I’ll give you something to take. Do you 
want to talk to someone?”

“I don’t want “depression” on my medical records. Or bipolar disorder or 
anything like that. Can’t you put stress or something?”

“I have a magic keyboard here…let’s see what a consultant thinks and take 
it from there.”

“What if I think he is wrong? What if my analysis of him comes out in 
conversation?”

“It probably will. Do you think you’d be the first to analyse the 
analyser…?”

* * *

There was no couch, only bland furniture in a plain oblong room. A middle 
aged man grinned from behind a desk. On the desktop, a PC, what must 
be my file and a wooden jokey triangle with the apparent legend, ‘Jack the 
Shrink’.

He wore a faded blue striped shirt with top button undone and a plain 
blue tie carelessly flung on as if he never undid the knot at night. His 
glasses dangled on a woven string round his neck. His hairline receded in 
a widow’s peak and the battle of the grey was nearly won. He didn’t look 
like a psychiatrist, more like a journalist or a librarian. He leaned forward 
to open the conversation. 

Nervous, I blurted out:
“Shouldn’t you come round from behind there?”

“Why? Do you want to hit me?”

“Why should I want to hit you?”

“Because your caveman is stirring; that’s why you are here.”
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“My caveman? I meant that you have erected a barrier between us by sitting 
behind your desk, your pedestal of authority or something.”

“I get paid for listening to you and your caveman. Your caveman is working 
for nothing. He wants to control this meeting on his imagined scenario 
terms. He is probably disappointed there is no buttoned leather couch and 
French windows; annoyed I am not sitting, indifferent with a notepad on 
my crossed legs. He has no sabre-tooth to worry about. He can only hunter 
gathers at a supermarket. He is sick and fed up of you sitting in front of this 
thing…” He rapped on his computer screen with his knuckle.

“He is bored and lacking in self esteem and he is telling you so.”

I told him about Aakaa.

“Is he here now?” He looked over my shoulder and around his room. 

“No, he had another appointment…” I sneered. Jack looked taken aback 
and frowned at this rather sarcastic response. I pressed home the attack.

“What do you want me to do? Shush him with my finger to my lips? Make 
yip-yip-yip sounds?”

“Very good.” He creased in mirth. “Dr Wayne says you fancy yourself as a 
bit of a writer. You should write this down.”

“I have.” 

“I’d like to see some of your work sometime.”

I hesitated. He watched me as if I was about to draw a weapon. His 
expression was half amused, half wary. I groped in my inner pocket and 
passed him these few folded sheets over. He flicked through them.

“Interesting, interesting, even up to the NHS furniture and me behind my 
desk; Oho! Have you got private medical? No, you haven’t, I see now…”

“Why do you ask?”

“On private, we can have the same conversation but in your preferred décor 
and setting.”

“Now it’s you taking the micky out of me…”
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“I don’t think you are crazy. I think you have an over active imagination and 
a need to talk to someone away from your home group, your peer group 
and family. You have some anti depressants I see. Any good?”

“They make me sleepy and indifferent.”

“Has your…” he consulted my story. “Alkaashoosha ever been absent since 
you took them?”

Should I tell him Aakaa had accompanied me to the hospital gates? Got 
out of the car before the barrier ticket dispenser? Saluted and went on his 
way?

My silence went on too long. He grunted in a self satisfied sort of way.

“No? Still around eh? Did you have an imaginary friend when you were 
little?”
“I must have, I only vaguely remember him but he made no magical claims 
like this one.”

“Why this strange name do you think?”
“It is Sanskrit for Lord of the Sky – Rides on a Rat. It is also higher in a 
word search than Aaron Aardvark, which is taken and seen all over the 
internet.”

“Is this significant to writing, do you think?”
“Names with ‘A’ are at the top left of a book shelf; easy to see – with double 
“A” at the top of lists alphabetically. It’s a nuisance to peer down at the dark 
lower shelf. I looked him up – after I met him, by the way.”

“Hmm. Things people worry about. Still, there’s only Tolkien down there 
worth a look. Do you seek attention in life?”

“Not any more – which is why I use a pen name, I suppose.”
“Do you hide behind it? Want to launch your attack from obscurity? 
Camouflage yourself like your caveman would; to survive?”

“Wild animals don’t name themselves, but they camouflage themselves. 
They are not mad.”

“You are not mad, crazy or anything. You volunteered to come here. A 
rational act. You are unhappy and cannot identify the source of your 
anxiety. I suspect you may be transposing your state of mind elsewhere. 
I’m not joking about cavemen. And I don’t mean brutal thugs with clubs 
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and too much testosterone. Although, hmmm, read the news, the assaults, 
road rage, drunken killings – those other sort of cavemen are springing up 
everywhere.”

He sat looking at his pen as if it were the first time he’d noticed it. He decided 
it really was a pen and wrote some notes on his pad. He looked up at me. He 
seemed surprised I was still there.

“Don’t take those pills. You are disturbed somehow but not dangerous,” he 
smiled.
“Come and see me next week. Try telling yourself you are fine. Write some 
more about it if you like but I’d advise a few days off the writing.”

He came round and showed me to the door. We went through the usual 
awkwardness of shaking hands and me going the wrong way out with him 
redirecting me, then I left.

Aakaa was sat in the car. I was sure I’d locked it. Not so much surprised he 
could do that, more irritation at the lack of respect he held for me and my 
privacy. We set off. He seemed to take a childish delight at the controls. 

“Ha! Hot air blowing on my feet! Whatever next?” he laughed. “Pub? I’ve 
got something to show you.”

“Ditch the car first,” I said.

“Leave it, park it in the High Street. You can get a taxi. I’ll keep the wardens 
at bay.”

“When? How? Where do you sleep? Do you sleep at all?”

“Why worry about me? I don’t exist?” he laughed again.

***
In the pub garden, I lit up again.

“Do you want to stop?” he grinned.

“Of course.”

“Put it out. Never light another one again.”

So I did. And I never did again.
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He had a man bag. He pulled out a manuscript.

“Have a look through while I get the beer in.”

***

I started reading. It was my book but written by someone else. It flowed. 
It was just like how I wanted it to go. My hero had the sand of the desert 
filling his boots, urgh! gritty annoyance. His jellabah itched his forehead 
with smarting dryness. His calves ached as he tramped up the side of yet 
another dune. Mirages shimmered in the distance; shade, houris and cool 
waters beckoned. Fine prickling wind born sand insinuated its way into 
every crevice of his clothing. My hero was dehydrated, the pebble he sucked 
grew huge, rattling in the cage of his teeth. Waves of weariness flooded over 
him and he sank to his knees in despair…

“What do you think?” said Aakaa, returning with foaming JHB.

“It’s written how the creative advisors say – very few adverbs – powerful 
verbs – I can feel the desert but…”

“But what?”

“It’s not mine.” I said. I would have said ‘halted lamely’ but something 
prevented me.

“Who cares?” Here’s the jiffy bag, stamps, introductory letter, synopsis. 
Don’t look, in it all goes and off you pop to the post.”

“But…”

***

Back with Jack in his bland NHS consulting room.

“But he’s so real. Yes, I get the caveman part, but how does the apparition 
appear? I’ve seen him, twice, three times.”

“We have fancy names for that. When you drive a long way, do you 
suddenly realise you missed part of the journey? Yes, of course you do, we 
all do it. Where were you? When you dream, don’t the characters use real 
voices? We don’t know the half of it on my side but we often see the same 
behaviour…”
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“Hmmm. Now you say it, yes, makes sense…”

Jack wound it up.

“You are the caveman, yearning for adventure, the open steppe, the beauty 
of the landscape. This Akaha … this er, sheesh, I’ll call him AA, is a shallow, 
central heated shadow creature you have dug up to solve an academic 
frustration. “Caveman you” wants this fool gone and he brought you here 
today … clever eh? 

He sat smiling at me. I sat thinking. Could I prove AA existed? Even now, 
he was fading away. The more I thought about it … I blushed at the thought 
I may have been talking to myself in public. The girls in the pub giggling … 
what had this Jack said or done? Had he hypnotised me? Would I know? 

He was leafing through my pages again, grinning and shaking his head as 
if he’d seen it all before.

He looked up, consulted his computer diary, clicked his mouse and grunted 
to himself.

“Come back next week – can you make Wednesday? Tell your friend about 
me. See if he will come too… if your caveman hasn’t dealt with him by then. 
Stop the tablets. Get some exercise. Look at a horizon. Oh, and can I keep 
the story? “

The session was over. 

“I want a copy if it goes in one of your learned journals,” I said, and left.

* * *
I was back home for a few days now with no sign of Aakaa, until a letter 
drop-flop-fluttered down onto the mat.

Your submission – Houris, Sand and Arabian Nights.

Dear Luke,
Thank you for your submission. Normally, it would have spent weeks on 
our slush pile but we have a keen work experience girl who broke our house 
rule and opened yours at random before filing it. Lucky day for all, it seems 
we have found our break out novel….

Outside, I heard the sound of feet padding down steps. Aakaa was at the 
door as I opened it. He was excited. I tried to interrupt, stammering and 
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batting at the publisher’s letter but he would have none of it. He held a copy 
of The Mercury and The Sun, which he himself batted and held up.

In the Mercury:

Local psychiatrist “Jack the Shrink” forced to resign over several 
misdiagnoses…

In the Sun: 

Sharon Parsons, single parent mother of three wins bumper lottery payout.

“I don’t know what to say…”

“No need, old boy. Got a few things to attend to. Enjoy your life.”

He was gone. I didn’t see him leave conventionally. No swoosh of magic or 
the physics of displaced air. Gone, not there. Was he ever there?

***

I never saw him again. I think I know where I put his business card. For 
some reason though, I never look for it. 

I am good friends with Jack the Shrink now; socially, away from the hospital. 
Forced to retire early, he took up gardening and sold window boxes, potted 
plants and hanging baskets to pubs and restaurants. 

He confided in me:

“I had complaints that I didn’t listen to people and went on about their 
cavemen. Their shallow modern veneers had conquered the animal within 
maybe. I wish I’d met your AA man. He’s the most real one I never met. It 
can be lonely sometimes sharing people’s problems. Cavemen didn’t have 
to do that…are you OK now?”

“I get the feeling I’m being watched now and again. I look round but there’s 
nobody there.”

I don’t tell him I kept the newspaper cutting of Sharon Parsons, single parent 
mother of three, winning the lottery.

I haven’t got any time these days. I’m rich enough to retire but I’m 
contractually obliged with Houris and Arabian Nights Book Three. It’s a 
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pain. I must follow the formula of a ghost and, really, it’s just another job.

CC/CW01

THE CAVEMAN WITHIN
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SNAPSHOTS OF A LIFE

I wasn’t expecting the photographs. That was stupid of me.  Funerals often 
display memorabilia of the deceased.  They give a focus, stimulating happy 
memories. But this morning is slightly different.  The photos include me.  
 
It is the morning of my father’s funeral.  A translucent blue sky with light 
winds, unusual for February, and somehow wrong for the occasion.  I’d 
wanted rain for the mood.  I hesitate outside his traditional beamed thatched 
cottage nestling deep in rural Hertfordshire.  This is the house he bought 
when he left my mother, when he left me. The house he has shared for 
fifteen years with his second wife.  
 
The widow has dictated that his first wife, my mother, is not welcome and 
has barred her from the solemnities.  There was no tolerance, no sympathy, 
and the decision is not negotiable. Mother was inconsolable.  He is the only 
man she has ever loved, together for twenty-four years from the age of 
seventeen.  And she is not allowed to say goodbye.

A respectful background chatter emanates from a group of strangers, all 
wearing various shades of black, all drinking tea, gathered in my father’s 
kitchen.  The smells of furniture polish, lilies and pot-pourri, leave me ever 
so slightly heady. No-one seems to notice my arrival and I feel lost and 
bewildered. Then I come across the display of photographs.  Albums laid 
out neatly on the Victorian dining table, inviting the visitor to nose into a 
life.  

Fascinated, I am drawn into a black and white image of my family, standing 
proudly outside the grand front door of our double-fronted Georgian House 
in commuter belt Hertfordshire.  It was around 1970 and there is Daddy, 
thirty-seven years old, a successful family doctor, tall and handsome with 
his heavy brows, trendy slicked back hair with centre parting and generous 
lips.  My mother, neatly dressed in a simple silk dress, her hair curled with 
an over zealous shampoo and set, stands behind two young girls.  My sister 
Alison and I are geeky in the extreme, not quite still children, but not yet 
young women, both grinning at the camera in our mini skirts and sensible 
shoes.  I loved that house.  My parents sold it when they divorced nine years 
later.

I turn the pages of another album and experience a head rush as the 
memories are uncorked. Every house I lived in as a child is represented, as 
well as holidays, sports days, Christmases and outings.  Details of my life 
I thought I had forgotten. Here’s the Enfield flat, an Edwardian conversion 
with high ceilings and picture rails. It was the dreadful winter of 1963 when 
the snow started to fall on Boxing Day and did not seem to stop until the 
April.
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can imagine my mother leaning from the flat window with the Box Brownie.  
Then four years on at our next home, “Westfleet”, our first “detached” with 
a river frontage and wooden beams.  Two little girls, plump and pretty in 
our Liberty print cotton dresses and white ankle socks proudly holding up 
plastic fishing rods. Daddy hovers on the edge of the frame, anxious to get 
back to the serious business of catching the bream.

My father was always a passionate and enthusiastic hobbyist, self-taught 
and highly knowledgeable.  I remember the fast cars, colourful stamp 
albums, his photographic dark room, fishing trips and rare coins. Then 
there were the fine wines, antiques, golf (he was captain of the club within 
two years of taking lessons), rare plants and classical music.  
In later life I have come to realise that many of his interests were desperate 
diversions from an unhappy marriage.  His legacy is that I have a butterfly 
mind with a thirst for variety.  
 
A photograph of Devon on a spring weekend.  This time I am a bored 
teenager tolerating her father’s current passion, a beautiful racing green 
Lotus Super Seven.  We had christened her “Lizzy” and the family spent 
many weekends in the late 1960s trailing her to hill climbing events, where 
my father would compete with the other anoraks.  Here we all are, up to 
our knees in mud, my father in the midst of yet another celebration of his 
successful day, while we girls look on, displaying little interest.

I am very taken with some early faded shots of Daddy as a boy in the 1930s, 
playing football with a leather ball and wearing a woollen tank top; his own 
father watching on, in round wire spectacles, standing outside his Pharmacy 
shop in the windswept north-east of England.  In contrast there are several 
leather albums from recent years, presenting a mature man visiting exciting 
places with his elegant wife; on safari in Kenya, sipping Caribbean cocktails, 
standing tall on Table Mountain, and riding an elephant in the Malaysian 
jungle.  Much to my mother’s chagrin, he spent much of his second marriage 
travelling Club Class and enjoying five star luxuries.  

Although absorbing, I do not appreciate these photos.  I have to find more 
that I can relate to. Here it is.  Perfect.  My wedding day in 1978 and my 
parents had been separated for about six months.  It was a lovely romantic 
occasion, but inevitably tainted by my parents having to share the same 
space.  This photo shows the “Father of the Bride” and me standing together 
in the church porch.  Suitably dapper in a light cream suit and wide kipper 
tie, his hair has been cut in a modern style for the occasion, and he looks 
protective and proud.

SNAPSHOTS OF A LIFE
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Half an hour earlier we had been the last to leave my mother’s house, and as 
we waited for the Rolls Royce to arrive to take us on the short journey to 
the country church, Daddy made me an offer.  ‘You don’t have to go through 
with this you know.  It is not too late to back out.’ It was much later when I 
worked out that his fear for me was born out of his own failed marriage.  
 “
How good of you to come.  Would you like some tea?”   My father’s widow 
stands before me and I am plucked from my journey into the past with a 
start. I smile sympathetically, and can no longer hide from the fact that my 
father is dead, suddenly at seventy-two, and I cannot even take comfort in 
the arms of my mother. I gaze around the melancholy group.  Why are these 
strangers so visibly moved by my father’s death?  The truth filters through 
my numbed brain.  These people are his new family, the ones who came 
to know and love him and share his life over the past fifteen years.  I have 
hardly seen him. I rejected him.  I only visited him maybe twice a year.  He 
only met his blood grandchildren half a dozen times. I never gave my kids 
a chance to get to know him.  
 
Thank goodness my sister and I had visited Daddy just a couple of months 
before, armed with Christmas gifts. That afternoon I bottled out of telling 
him I loved him and that makes me sad..  It was the first time all three of us 
had been together in the same room for about five years, and as it turned 
out, it was the last.  

My little sister makes her entrance on the arm of her husband.  My baby 
sister, now a woman approaching fifty, looking drawn and pale,.  We 
embrace and hold vigil at the photo table.  I detect a stage whisper from 
behind us.  “Those are the daughters, you know.”

Yes, we are, and very proud to be so.

PS/SL01

SNAPSHOTS OF A LIFE
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You never knew
How little you had
That I wanted.
Do you think
The scraps that you grudgingly fed me
Like a pigeon in the street
Were enough?
Do you think that I am grateful?
Should be grateful
For the lord bountiful gestures
That you made?
Well, old friend, I’m not,
And I shouldn’t be.

But I won’t tell you
What you never noticed
Won’t let you know
That I am not your equal
I am so much more than that
You were so busy taking advantage
And looking down on me
That you never noticed
That I am kind, not weak
And so far above you
That I can barely see you.

Squatting on the ground
As I soar through the heavens
A million miles up
And only occasionally
Glancing down at you
King of the castle
At the very top
Of your little tiny ant hill.

EW/PATK01

PIGEON AND THE ANT KING
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My run takes me past a cemetery,
Above the wall goes my bouncing head,
See sinking slabs of the long gone, 
The black granite of the freshly dead,

Running now towards the back gate 
I greet an old gent with a halfway smile,
Ridiculous lad – pale faced wreck
With our nod we share a denial;

That he was or I ever shall be,
The grip of this moment is blinding,
Forever the present is to us, and always,
We neglect the seconds we are not riding.

JD/S01

SECONDS
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I always wanted my story to be epic; if I had the opportunity or inclination 
to write my autobiography it would be mostly a work of fiction with a cast 
of embellished characters and a convoluted plot that would have to involve 
some sort of time travel experiment gone wrong.

So what would be the point?

That’s how I got caught up in writing fiction; it’s just much more fun to 
write when you can just sit there and imagine that you can write about 
absolutely anything.

So when tasked with writing about my six weeks holiday one dull and cold 
September morning at school, I took out my pen stared down at the blank, 
crisp white pages of my new English book and thought to myself: I didn’t 
really do anything.

So, to compensate, I made something up; something involving robots in a 
cave, as I remember it (I was eight).  And, it was the most fun lesson I could 
remember having; before I could finish what was playing through my head, 
the lunch time bell went, and I had to pack up. 

But, I didn’t want to.

Any chance I had to write about something I did during the holidays, I 
relished, plotting out great adventures to the bemusement of my teacher.

Did I mention my pretend best friends?  Honestly, now; I’m not making 
this part up, I really, truly had two when I was a kid before I started school.  
And, to my recollection, in my mind, they were as real as my mom and dad.  
At the time it was great: I had two best friends to play with on call, but since 
becoming a teenager the thought never quite sat well, anymore.  Even now, 
on the cusp of turning thirty.

Somewhere in between all this growing up, I read almost everything that 
Roald Dahl ever wrote (even begging my parents to let me stay up late and 
watch the Tales of the Unexpected when I found out he was involved). From 
that to the Twilight Zone and Outer Limits wasn’t so much of a stretch; A 
Nightmare on Elm Street sucked me away from books and into TV (like 
Poltergeist, kind of) until discovering Stephen King.  Then I was hooked on 
reading again.

WHAT’S YOUR STORY?
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And, occasionally writing when given the chance at school (my secondary 
school English teachers Miss Hughes and Miss Kassim (later married and 
rebranded Mrs Griffiths) actively encouraged creative writing.  Two mates 
of mine (all too real, this time) and myself, actively competed to write 
the best piece of fiction we could, outdoing each other with our pages of 
complete fabrication.

It was at about this time (aged around thirteen or fourteen) that all three of 
us decided to collaborate on a film script.  In case you’re wondering, it never 
got anywhere, but the act of sitting down and laughing as we wrote out this 
film is one of the best memories (of many) I have of secondary school.

It wasn’t much longer after this that the TV series Quantum Leap finished.  
Coincidentally, a series all three of us loved and tried to work out; would 
Sam Beckett ever make it home?  No, was the eventual answer we got and 
we were hacked off.  So, we decided to go our separate ways and re-write 
the ending we wanted (my ending had Sam leaping back into himself on the 
day he first stepped into the Quantum Leap Accelerator; would he make the 
same choice again?).

And, that’s what seemed to inspire me, aged fifteen; every time I watched a 
film or TV series that had the wrong ending (in which I mean, an ending I 
didn’t like), I would go away and re-write the ending I did like.  I had a go at 
writing my own stuff, but those were just poor carbon copies of the stories 
I was reading or films I was watching at the time.

It wasn’t until Sixth form that I met another soul who loved writing 
as much as I did; we swapped drafts and gave each other criticism and 
encouragement until I was confident enough to send a short story off to a 
local magazine I discovered in a dusty corner of the library.  And, to mine 
(and my mate’s) amazement they published it in 1998.

Sadly, Raw Edge is now defunct (Dave Reeves now runs Radio Wildfire) 
but that glimmer of acknowledgement has kept me going.  

Almost ten years later and I’m still beavering away on short stories in my 
spare time (I’ve never had the staying power for novels), having had eight 
pieces of fiction accepted with three currently awaiting publication.  So far, 
so good.  And, for the moment, I’m quite content to carry on in my little 
world of words, making stuff up as I go along.  That is, until I can escape 
from this steel vault and repair the time drive so I can get home.

Mark Robinson

WHAT’S YOUR STORY?
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THE WRITERS OF TOMORROW

Finding new talent is the greatest but most rewarding challenge of any one 
of the arts. It’s even prevalent on the TV in the form of reality shows for 
dancers, musicians, singers…and we all experience that feel-good glow 
when we see that dream long worked for come true. 

But what about us writers, trying to get our foot in the door that’s so rapidly 
expanding that it now resembles a black hole? Who can shed the light 
on what goals we should set and what expectations should we healthily 
harbour? With the recession hitting, writing to a publisher and finding an 
agent can be increasingly daunting, especially with the rise of celebrity 
autobiographies? 

We ask you, the reader of Enigma Magazine, to share your feelings of fear 
or of promise that this current generation brings to the table. With the 
internet expanding exponentially in recreational use and the idea of social 
networking online to market your skills, are you now more confident and 
self equipped to make your mark? 

Enigma Magazine was designed for this purpose, as a platform for all to 
share their creativity with the community, and so any opinions on the ever 
changing future would be exceedingly welcome. 

In the same vein as our ongoing feature “What’s your Story?”, we accept 
pieces from 300-500 words of what you think tomorrow brings, what you 
think of budding talent and how things have changed. Email editor@
enigmacw.co.uk or post to “The Writers of Tomorrow, Enigma Magazine, 
41 Floral Street, Covent Garden, London WC2E 9DG.
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Up to three poems/short stories/short scripts (up to 3,000 words max) per 
person are accepted.

NB: Also please include a short paragraph about what made you interested 
in writing as reference to the code if you get selected. Examples of this can 
be seen at the back of this issue.

Features

What’s your story?

No matter what background, aspirations or goals in the literary world, 
Enigma Magazine would be delighted to hear your story for this quarterly 
feature. The limit is 300 to 500 words.

Submissions should be sent to editor@enigmacw.co.uk or by post to Enigma 
Magazine, 41 Floral Street, Covent Garden, London WC2E 9DG entitled 
“What’s your story?”

Enigma is published by CAARE (The Council for the Advancement of Arts, 
Recreation and Education), a registered charity that promotes the benefits 
of participation in the arts and physical activity.

We are always accepting throughout the year and even if your work is not 
immediately published, there is always the option of keeping your work on 
record for any future issue.

The Writers of Tomorrow - NEW

Simply send us 300 to 500 words about what you believe the future will have 
in store for new writers. The feature chosen will be published alongside 
Chris Gribble, chief executive of New Writers Norwich.

Online Submissions - NEW

We may choose to have some of the work you submitted online instead 
of in the magazine, but we will always ask you first. Feel free to submit 
work purely for online, but please make sure you mark it so! We are now 
accepting poetry recordings as well to put on the site. We will upload a 
sample very soon!

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
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Enigma Creative Writing magazine is currently being published by the 
London charity CAARE (The Council for the Advancement of Arts, 
Recreation and Education), who have now acted as a guardian for arts 
and sports in Britain for over 10 years. Protecting Britain’s cultural interest, 
they often undergo political campaigns, archive and research information 
regarding the mental and physical wellbeing of the nation.

The founder, operatic conductor Denis Vaughan, the initial driving force 
and founding father of the National Lottery in Britain, set up to provide 
a funding foundation for Arts and Sports. He has also been mentioned as 
‘the man who brought more money to sport than anyone else in the 20th 
Century.’ CAARE is the only charity to fully monitor Lottery spending on 
good causes, and over time the priorities over the use of Lottery funds have 
changed and used for other purposes. CAARE’s main ethos is to widen 
access and participation in arts and sports to the Lottery’s full potential, and 
must be protected to serve its paying public personally.

In the past year, articles about CAARE and Denis Vaughan has had quite a 
wide range of media coverage including, The Times, The Daily Mail, The 
Scotsman and Time Out magazine. 

Enigma Creative Writing Magazine is only one of their projects to spread 
awareness of arts and sports for the public, and all proceeds from purchasing 
this magazine in print in the future will go towards this cause. To find out 
more about current and past projects, visit www.caare.co.uk.

THE CHARITY BEHIND THE MAGAZINE
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BEJ/PD1 and BEJ/RS2
Brian Evans-Jones – The Poetry Dance and A Room filled with Students 
Brian Evans-Jones lives in Hampshire and teaches Creative Writing and 
English to teenagers and adults. He wrote his first poems 20 years ago, in 
response to reading Wilfred Owen for GCSE English, and hasn’t stopped 
since. He studied Creative Writing at Warwick University from 2002 to 2005, 
loved it, and would thoroughly recommend it. This is the second time his 
poems have appeared in print. The only thing he enjoys more than getting a 
poem to ‘click’ is seeing one of his students have their own ‘click’ moment!

AN/SF01
Arjuna Neuman - Spoken For
“Now I’ve always read books. I remember having an argument with my 
mum around the age of twelve. About what I can’t remember. But to show 
my annoyance, every day for a week I walked away from the house into 
some field and sat there reading all day. I would even bring some food so 
that I wouldn’t have to go home or see my mother - it was about as close to 
running away as I ever got. And maybe that’s where I started writing, well, 
thinking about words at least.”

DH/MIT01
Daisy Llyton-Potts – The Man in the Tunnel
My name is Daisy and I have been in love with writing for all nineteen years 
of my life, although I have only just gained the confidence to let others read 
it. I was born and grew up in London, a city that continuously inspires me 
and provides the backdrop to many of my short stories. I have recently 
finished my first year studying psychology at University College London. 
A few nights a week, I work as a bartender serving champagne to wealthy 
people in South Kensington, and the best part of my job is that it allows 
me to meet all the eccentric characters who come to feature in what I write. 
Aside from writing, I love literature and own far too many books. I spend 
most of my money on dresses, empty notebooks I never finish, and pink 
apples. My family and the small handful of friends I have would describe 
me as neurotic, analytical, quixotic and difficult. My primary aspiration 
for the future is to write a novel but, for now, seeing my words in print is 
enough. I would also love to make a career as a psychotherapist. My only 
other dream is that I may someday be wonderful. 

PFS/BP01
Patrrick Fitz-Symons - And How will you be Paying?
Patrick attributes his love of words to having been read to as a child. He has 

BEHIND THE DOOR
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enjoyed a busy and varied career as a songwriter, actor, and film producer, but decided recently 
to spend more time simply writing. In the last year he’s picked up a small poetry prize and 
an award from the Arts Council in Northern Ireland, been published in several Irish literary 
journals and been shortlisted for awards in Dublin and London, with a radio script and a novel 
for children respectively. Alongside her daughter, he’s just completed preparing for publication 
the memoir of Frances Griffith, the young girl at the heart of the Cottingly Fairy controversy 
of 1917.

AB/OL1
Andrew John-Bryant - The Opal Letter 
I was introduced to Literature by the works of Jown Fowles and William Blake. Philosophically 
I was subsequently influenced by Heraclitus and the Alchemists of the ages. At 19 years old I 
was initiated into the art of symbolism and have since that time been principally occupied with 
the exaltation of words and images. I have travelled extensively through Europe on foot and 
have written a book of poems entitled ‘The blue eyes of a liar’.  

SG/HC01
Susan Gray – The Human Condition
Susan Gray has been writing almost as long as she can remember, if you can excuse the cliché 
(since the age of about 6). A huge fan of all creative in general, she also plays the bass guitar 
and provides back up vocals for an upcoming alternative rock band. Being involved in creative 
activities gives you the confidence and control that this sometimes frightening world sorely 
needs, she says. The urge to create and share with others is in everyone and so everyone should 
have this opportunity. This piece, The Human Condition, shows that a creative and positive 
mind can achieve anything.

SD/NA01
Sarah Dobbs - Nadira
Sarah is in her final year of a PhD in Creative Writing at Lancaster University, having graduated 
with a distinction on the MA programme in 2006 and a First in English Literature before that. 
She has had one contemporary novel published by a small American publisher, a radio drama 
broadcast by the BBC and various other short stories and e-books, published both nationally 
and internationally. Sarah recently spoke at the inaugural Echoes of the Past Conference at 
Newcastle University on contemporary film and is now working on a novel called Tracing 
Paper. Finally, she teaches Creative Writing and English at The Open University, Lancaster and 
Manchester University.

MW/NRAW01
Max Wallis – The Night runs away with the Wind
M. R. Wallis (normal name, Max) is nineteen years old and attends Manchester University 
where he flip-flops between being an aspiring scientist in the daytime, and at night doing 
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poetry readings and attempting to rattle out the plethora of stories which stuff his brain.   He 
won the Writer’s Billboard competition and last year he won a few zine competitions but seems 
to have forgotten them in the cloud of his mind.

In January 2009 he got the flu so thought it best to self-publish an anthology called ‘Six’, which 
has a nice little home on Amazon.com.  He runs a poetry website where he writes a poem 
every day (http://www.poethesis.com/blog) as well as occasionally sucking up the courage to 
perform ‘vlog’ poetry readings.  In March ‘09 he performed at Saki’s Bar in Manchester to a 
small collection of individuals who had came to watch him perform.  Most of all, he loves to 
write.

BL/BB01
Brenda Liddy – Butterflies Booming on Bombsites 
Brenda Liddy had recently completed her doctorate at the University of Ulster. She is currently 
publishing her first book, Women’s War Drama in the Seventeenth Century. Her special interest 
is women’s war drama. She has taught English at the University of Ulster and is currently 
teaching English in the Northern Regional College. Her ambition is to continue her researh and 
she is currently working on her second book, ‘Warrior lover, fighting side by side to the death: 
The Representations of War in Female-authored Contemporary Irish Drama.’  She is interested 
in peace and reconciliation and is involved in cross-community projects in North Belfast. She 
is also interested in amateur drama and film and studies at the Crescent Arts Centre in South 
Belfast.

KW/SW01
Katherine Williams - The Most Talented Writer 
Katherine has loved writing since she was a little girl, and now at 13 is absolutely sure that she 
wants to be a writer. This passion has never changed. When she’s not writing however, she 
enjoys rollerblading and playing with her cat. She has a book that she hopes to publish one day, 
and is so grateful for Enigma Magazine for giving her this opportunity.

LQ/COL01
Laura Quigley- Cost of Living
I write because I like being other people, that’s the best way to describe it I suppose. I’ve been 
involved in theatre and writing for performance for years now. I started when I was a kid 
because I had a bit of a stammer, and reading other people’s lines was so much easier. And 
from there got into writing my own lines, again because talking was more difficult, I suppose. 
Always been more of a writer than a talker even when I got over the stammer! Performance 
was freedom for me, not having to be myself all the time, not having difficulty with speaking, 
and writing is an extension of that. I just love it when the characters start telling me what they 
want to say - that’s when the writing becomes more expressive. It’s not just me that’s doing the 
talking.
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DB/SIE01
Deborah Shaer – Secrets in your Eyes
Poetry allows a certain freedom and a way to bend the words so that something may emerge 
which can transmit more fully what cannot be grasped in ordinary language, she says.  Deborah 
wishes to inspire others and open a doorway beyond what is measurable.  Her experiences in 
the African Bush had a profound effect upon the way she saw the world and she has been 
moved to write in a space where the ordinary and extraordinary can come together.

PD/SOM01
Paula David – The Sound of Music
Paula David completed a BA in creative writing 2007, as a mature student, and has been writing 
fiction, performance poetry, and drama pieces since she left. She began to send her work out at 
the beginning of 2009, and have gigged a lot as a performance poet and singer/songwriter. She 
has also written comedy sketches that have been performed at Stratford Circus Theatre.

CC/CW01
Chris Cauwood – Caveman Within
Now writing under the pen name Robert Carwood, the author has recently been taken on 
by a literary agent who is pushing his full length action and adventure thriller - “ Tyler The 
quiet Government Men” - to the mainstream publishers. He lives in Lincolnshire with his long 
term partner. His two grown up children are Lucy, fashion designer in Manchester, and James, 
finishing off PhD in London. These are his great pride. His bookshelf holds a wedge of expired 
or full passports bearing immigration stamps from over sixty countries. These visited for work 
in the security and defence industry over the past fifteen years. To become successful as a full 
time writer is an ideal he could become accustomed to.

PS/SL01
Phyllida Scrivens – Snapshots of a Life
Phyllida Scrivens lives on the River Yare in Norwich with her husband Victor, and works as 
a senior administrator in the world-renowned Literature and Creative Writing Department 
of the University of East Anglia.  She is also undertaking a Literature and Creative Writing 
degree with the Open University and believes that, “working with such eminent and talented 
academics and novelists has been inspirational for my writing”.  Previously Phyllida has been 
a regular columnist and feature writer for a Surrey newspaper, and has had two short plays 
performed by theatrical groups.  She says, “I find life writing the most fulfilling genre with its 
propensity for fuelling emotions”.

EW/PATK01
Dr Erica Wright - Pigeon and the Ant King
Dr. Erica Wright is an interdisciplinary artist. She works on the fields of painting, sculptural 
and digital artwork - and her experimental music has been played on BBC Radio.Her carved 
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Brainstone sculptures were featured in a BBC 2 programme, and an award winning showgarden 
at the RHS Flower Show in 2008. She is particularly interested in the Neuraxial Patterns of the 
deep mind, recently having a book published entitled ‘Art of The Neuraxis.’ Erica has written 
almost 900 poems since the age of seven, but has never submitted any for publication before. 
She is delighted to have one of them selected for this issue of Enigma Magazine.

JD/SO1 
Jonathan Rodgers - Seconds
Jonathan David Rodgers is a writer of poetry and short fiction. He is a postgraduate of English 
Literature at the University of Manchester and is currently studying an MA focusing on 20th 
Century writers and poets. Through his work Jonathan attempts to expose and explore that
crust of familiarity that so often covers the stranger aspects of everyday life. Issues such as 
ingrained prejudices, dogmatic belief systems and veiled social pretensions are often explored 
in his poetry and these are frequently tied to an ambivalent relationship with the Northwest 
of England. Jonathan’s poetic influences include Hardy, Auden and Larkin, and he wishes to 
bring the work of Mervyn Peake to greater critical and public attention.
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